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Baseball in Enamel:
RGM Celebrates the American Pastime
and Creates an American Masterpiece
by Adam R. Harris, National Watch & Clock Museum Gallet Guest Wristwatch Curator

I

had the great privilege of being invited to tour the
factory of one of the last true watchmakers who designs and manufactures wristwatches in the United
States—RGM Watch Co. The day culminated with the
unveiling of his latest wristwatch—Baseball in Enamel—
at the NAWCC headquarters.

The Tour
Founder Roland G. Murphy met us outside RGM’s
design and manufacturing workshop at 801 West Main
Street, Mount Joy, PA, not far from the NAWCC headquarters in Columbia.
RGM employs only 12 staff; of course, most of them
are watchmakers, who were on hand to demonstrate
the stages of making a wristwatch. Because of size con16 • January/February 2015 • NAWCC Watch & Clock Bulletin

Above. Waltham Jewels baseball team, ca. 1904.
straints, RGM had to limit its second open house on the
premises to about 60 people. We were split into groups of
about 10 each for the tour.
The ground ﬂoor is spacious and bright—a large room
with high ceilings and excellent light—carefully laid out
with benches, test equipment, and Roland’s famous Rose
Engine machines, used for ﬁne movement and dial guilloché.
Our ﬁrst stop was the timing machines and optical
comparator. To most watch enthusiasts the accuracy of a
watch is as important as its aesthetics—maybe even more
so. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but the accuracy
of the timepiece is understood by all.
www.nawcc.org
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Figure 1. Left, movement. Right, timing machine
printout.

Figure 2. Optical comparator.

Figure 3. Reassembled watch under test and a strippeddown movement awaiting reassembly.
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Watch enthusiasts look for accuracy of plus or minus two to
three seconds a day, even with
a mechanical piece—not an
easy task considering differing
temperatures, humidity, and
the array of positions a watch
on the wrist goes through in a
day. That means RGM must not
only test for six positions but
also push for amplitude results
greater than demanded by most
manufacturers in the industry. The amplitude is the maximum angle in degrees through
which the balance wheel swings
right and left from its position of
rest. A test for one of RGM’s in-house
“801” movements is shown in Figure
1. RGM wants no amplitude position
below 240 degrees. In the printout in
Figure 1 the average amplitude (X)
is 271 and the lowest (worst) on this
printout is 254, which is at the position with crown at 9 (9H on printout).
We also were shown an optical
comparator (Figure 2) where any
tiny part of the movement, such as
a wheel or plate, can be checked for
quality against a master template.
Our next stop was to see the assembly of movements and initial
testing (Figure 3). We watched in awe
because the movement being worked
on had more than 120 pieces. Some
movements with multiple complications have over 200 parts, and many
of the parts are so small that picking them up even with
tweezers is nearly impossible. This job requires much
skill and immense patience.
A piece may have to be adjusted many times until it
runs within the testing requirements RGM demands.
Sample screws are used during the process, and the ﬁnal
highly polished blued steel screws are used only when
the technician is 100 percent satisﬁed the movement is
running over time to a perfect speciﬁcation.
Our watchmaker during this part of the tour—Helen
Powell—explained that although she’s worked at RGM
for more than 10 years, she’s been assembling 801s for
just over a year. One movement can sometimes take
three weeks to put together correctly to the high standard demanded by RGM.
Next, we watched Roland at work on a Neuwiler Rose
Engine (Figure 4). There are only a few craftsmen with
the skill of guilloché, and Roland stands among these remaining experts.
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Guilloché is a form of engraving
that decorates objects with geometric
patterns. The French engineer Guillot is reputed to have invented it. It is
also referred to as an engine-turning
machine. People who can operate the
machine are as rare as the machines
themselves. Seeing Roland’s son (also
named Roland) work on a second Rose
Engine as he painstakingly learns the
trade was another highlight of the
day to me (Figure 5).
Engine turning is time consuming
and unforgiving. The speed of rotation and amount of pressure are manually controlled. An absolutely steady
hand and total concentration are es- Figure 4. Roland carefully inspected his guilloché work at each stage.
sential to ensure regularity of the
pattern and correct consistent depth
of the engraving. One lapse of concentration may produce visible ﬂaws,
causing the piece to be scrapped. Later
in the day I saw the younger Roland’s
result. Somewhere he made a miscalculation and the curves have not all
lined up. In ﬁnancial terms a whole
day’s work was wasted. In true terms
it’s just part of a long learning curve.
The next part of the tour was in
the basement where RGM has its
CNC milling machine and where it
performs plate and bridge ﬁnishing
(Figure 6). The CNC machine and
the various ﬁnishing posts are in the
basement because milling and ﬁnishing metal parts cause dust and vibration, which are detrimental to the
manufacture of timepieces, especially Figure 5. Roland’s son (also named Roland) learns the trade with Roland in the
wristwatches with their tiny subas- background.
semblies. The room and equipment
were spotless, and it all looked as immaculate as the up- Hufford and Adam Robertson. Ryan clearly explained the
stairs “clean” area.
operations and is as passionate as any watch aﬁcionado.
In any watch movement (excluding the Swatch watch),
He explained that the CAM software creates a prothe plate is the biggest part. It is like the chassis that holds gram for every plate, bridge, or milled part. Each contains
the bridges and all the other parts in a watch. The plate thousands of lines of code to painstakingly mill out each
can vary in shape, depending on the watch, and is gold- part with the highest level of precision. Ryan also told us
plated or rhodium-plated brass.
about the debugging process that takes place during the
The traditional material in high-end watchmaking is development of a new caliber or part.
German silver, sometimes called nickel silver. It is just 20
Ryan started the CNC machine, which was remarkably
percent nickel, while the rest is copper and zinc. The plate quiet—not like the old lathe days when metal and water
is manufactured by an elaborate process of milling, turn- ﬂew everywhere. The trick, he explained, was setting the
ing, drilling, and tapping—a painstaking process fraught optimal speed of the CNC machine: if too fast, the exwith complications. RGM uses only German silver for all pensive drill tips wear out too soon, and if too slow, the
its bridges and plates.
time and cost to make each watch rises dramatically.
At RGM this room accommodates not only many maThe next stage is what I call plate decoration and ﬁnchines but also two young and very capable men—Ryan ishing, correctly called “Anglage,” “Côtes de Genève,”
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Figure 6, above. CNC machine with PCs in control. Figure 7, right. Adam
Robertson carefully polishes the beveled edges, also called anglage—a combination
of patience and skill.
and “Perlage.” I knew these three decorations took time
and great patience but again I was amazed at the skill
and time needed for the process of anglage. The sides of
the bridges are simply brushed and the bevels on the top
edges are polished—that is anglage in French.
The patience and skill in hand polishing the beveled
edges were most surprising. The German silver is soft,
and simple polishing removes too much metal and worse,
starts a second ﬂat edge—something RGM would never
allow on a ﬁnished timepiece. It takes immense concentration and skill to look through an X4 Loupe while polishing the beveled edge to RGM speciﬁcations (Figure 7).
Staff also showed us demonstrations of Côtes de Genève and perlage. In horology damaskeening is a decorative pattern engraved onto watch plates and bridges. The
term “damaskeening” is used in America while in Europe
the terms are “Fausses Cotes,” “Côtes de Genève,” or “Geneva Stripes.” All basically refer to the similar patterns on
plates and bridges (Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 8, above. An untouched plate direct from
the CNC machine.

The Launch
In 2012 the National Watch & Clock Museum had the
special exhibition Time Out, which highlighted the role
time plays in sports. Roland and I explored the exhibit
and saw specialty watch dials (Figure 10). I never thought
more about it, but for Roland a seed was planted. He was
determined to make a wristwatch like the 1892 Waltham
Baseball dial pocket watch—an exact replica down to the
enamel dial as a wristwatch.
Before the unveiling, Roland gave a personal tour of
the National Watch & Clock Museum (Figures 11 and 12).
It is impressive how much he knows about horology and
the pieces in the Museum, and everyone appreciated his
guided tour. I certainly did, and I am a guest curator here!
Figures 13 through 15 show scenes from the unveiling of
RGM’s Baseball in Enamel watch.
The creation of an enamel dial is a high-risk art. Enameling is a technique in which colored powdered glass is applied to a metal plate. The surface is then heated to a temperature high enough to
cause the powdered glass
to melt and form a new
surface. The Grand Feu
technique ups the stakes.
It involves meticulously coating a watch dial
with successive layers of
enamel. Once a layer is
ready, the dial is heated
at extremely high temperatures ranging from
1,472° to 1,652°F (800°
to 900°C). The repeated
baking of each individual layer ensures a uniquely crisp aesthetic and per-

Figure 9, right. Bridge with Côtes de Genève ﬁnishing.
www.nawcc.org
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Figure
13, left.
Roland built
up to the
unveiling.

Figure 10. An outstanding example of an 1892
Waltham white enamel “baseball” dial pocket watch.
This watch is on display as part of the National Watch
& Clock Museum’s regular collection.

Figures 11, above, and 12, below. Roland Murphy guiding
a tour at the National Watch & Clock Museum.

Figure 14. The ﬁrst look.

Figure 15. The pocket watch (1892) and the wristwatch
(2014) side by side.
manently sets the enamel. Using high heat to create these
beautiful dials also poses a risk. Each time it is reﬁred, the
danger of cracking, melting, or burning increases.
The Roman numerals and baseball ﬁgures are also
baked onto the surface. An enamel dial will not fade and
will look the same in 100 years as it does today. With
great risk comes great reward: the appearance of a real
glass enamel dial is unmistakable.
The next obstacle is ﬁnding an artisan who could create
a high-quality Grand Feu (French for “Great Fire”) enamel
dial. There are only a handful of master enamelers worldwide. “If I couldn’t do it right, I wasn’t going to do it,” re-
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Figure 16, left and right. The outstanding enamel dial and in-house movement with Côtes de Genève, perlage, and
anglage.
calls Roland. The dial had to be made exactly the way the
original was made. A three-year search located an enamel
artist willing to take on the project.
This timepiece is a masterpiece by a master (Figure 16).

The Man
Two quotations came to my mind during the tour
and unveiling. First, John F. Kennedy: “Ask not what
your country can do for you; ask what you can do for
your country.” Second, Martin Luther King Jr.: “I have a
dream.” These two quotes embody the man who runs a
small but important piece of watch history in the heart of
Lancaster County, PA, for several reasons.
First, it is the company. RGM was founded in 1992 by
American watchmaker Roland G. Murphy, and ever since
he has been making watchmaking history here in America and worldwide.
Roland did not ask, “What can America do for me,”
but he surely—judging by the costly and indeed risky
challenge in setting up a watchmaking company in the
United States—asked “What can I do for America?”
In 1969 the Hamilton Watch Co. ended American
watch-manufacturing operations with the closure of
its factory in Lancaster, PA, and shifted manufacturing
operations to the Buren factory in Switzerland. By 1972
www.nawcc.org

Hamilton, founded in Lancaster in 1892, was liquidated
and basically ceased to exist as we knew it.
In 1992 Roland made the difﬁcult decision to return
high-end watchmaking to Lancaster.
Born in 1961 in Baltimore, MD, Roland went to vocational school for carpentry and cabinetmaking at Harford
Technical High School in Bel Air, MD, during his last two
years of high school. He worked summers as a carpenter’s
helper and spent his last year of high school in school
for half the day and working at Daneker Clock Co. in
Fallston, MD, the other half. He graduated in 1980 after
which he made clock repairs from his parents’ home.
From the summer of 1986 through December 1987
Roland attended WOSTEP (Watchmakers of Switzerland
Training and Educational Program). He started RGM in
1992.
At the RGM tour I could see that modern manufacturing coexists with antique, hand-operated machinery.
Hand-blued screws and hand-polished components are at
home among the close tolerances afforded by automated
machines. RGM has ﬁve vintage machines for engine
turning: three Rose Engines and two Straight Line Engines. The Plant Rose Engine gets the heaviest use.
The 12-member staff does not just manufacture and
assemble all the components that make a wristwatch.
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The individual parts are lovingly preStreet, Mount Joy, PA, inside the RGM depared, assembled, and tested. Each part
sign and manufacturing ofﬁces. In fact,
is brought into existence with the same
801 is the caliber (and name) of Roland’s
high level of care and attention. Attenﬁrst original movement; it relies still on
tion to detail is obvious in the ﬁnishsome Swiss parts, including the jewels,
ing and decoration, in the shape of the
balance, and hairspring, but the wheels,
German silver bridges, and in the qualbridges, and mainplates are all manufacity of ﬁnishing on the steel parts. These
tured here, and every timepiece is fully
watches are made to last forever. In the
assembled and tested at 801 West Main
words of perhaps today’s greatest Swiss
Street.
watchmaker, Patek Philippe, “You nevIn 2007 Roland turned that dream into
er actually own a Patek Philippe; you
reality with the caliber 801, a 16-ligne inmerely look after it for the next generahouse movement that took about seven
tion.” So it is with an RGM timepiece
years to develop. It is so versatile that it
RGM’s goal is to offer not only the
can be used for either a wristwatch or a
ﬁnest watches made in the United States Figure 17. Close-up of RGM’s
pocket watch.
but the ﬁnest watches available. Roland Pennsylvania Tourbillon logo.
In 2010 Roland launched the ﬁrst Tourand his team ﬁrmly believe that this
billon series ever made in the United States,
requires equal efforts to improve current methods while the caliber MM2 Pennsylvania Tourbillon. That new calipreserving tradition.
ber, in tradition with Roland’s love for Pennsylvania, is
In the 1880s the great age of modernized watchmak- signiﬁed by the state’s symbol—a keystone—surrounding
ing began in America. Today, both history and watch- a capital T in its logo (Figure 17).
making are alive and well at RGM.
In 2012 RGM celebrated 20 years of watchmaking by
Roland not only makes outstanding quality timepieces launching its third in-house movement, the “caliber 20.”
but he shares his success locally. His small team is young
and old and they all have one thing in common—they Acknowledgments
are all local. This extends beyond staff to materials.
I thank Lucien F. Trueb for his book The World of
Whatever Roland cannot make in-house, he attempts to Watches, plates and bridges, page 31.
procure locally. A local company makes parts for watchcases that he does not make in-house.
About the Author
Roland takes the same approach when it comes to
Adam Harris is a former vice-president of Fujitsu Eulaunching an exciting new product. He chooses to do rope. He retired some 10 years ago and started the study
so at the nearby NAWCC Museum, asking all his invited of his passion in horology. Adam’s “holy grail” is the orivisitors to make a small donation that he presented to the gins of the beginning of the wristwatch—who made it
Museum preservation funds.
and when.
Finally, in terms of his dream, Roland as a watchmaker
For the last three years he has spent three months each
says, “Anyone who works in high-end watches, especially year as a volunteer Gallet Guest Curator of Wristwatches
who is building them, wants his own movement. That’s at the National Watch and Clock Museum. He lives in
really the heart of the watch. That is where it starts.”
Spain among his collection of early wristwatches.
Where it all comes together for him is 801 West Main
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